Travel Map Madagascar (Globetrotter Travel Map)
The highly successful "Globetrotter Travel Series", which includes Travel Guides, Travel Maps, Road Atlases, Best Of Pocket Guides and In Your Pocket Language Guides, presently covers more than 90 destinations worldwide. "The Globetrotter Travel Map of Madagascar" caters specifically for the needs of tourists who are new to a destination. The town plans of the major centres pinpoint key buildings and places of interest as well as where to stay. Distance and climate charts enable travellers to plan their visits in advance.
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**Customer Reviews**

Yes it is a map... But as this map is meant for tourist why don't they have any attractions listed? Ave of Boababs, Coral Reefs, Lemur Parks ect. With all the blue ocean area there should be inserts.

There's no need to reinvent the map. This one is great for plotting out a trip across varying ecological regions. I'm happy. They sent it quickly and the price was very fair!

Bought for a forthcoming first trip to Madagascar this Globetrotter Map is like so many I've purchased in the past. Superb in all aspects.

It isn't easy to find a decent current map of Madagascar, particularly one showing road systems. This map is a bit big, but that allows more detail. Will be very useful for traveling in Mada.
Not bad but not as good as the ITM Madagascar. Scale is smaller and no coloured contour relief.

Be aware that the scale given for this map is obviously wrong (false). Madagascar measures about 1550 Km from north to south - and only 85 cm (or 35 inches) on the paper. There’s no way the scale is 1:800,000 as stated. 1:1,800,800 would be more accurate. But apart from this small detail, the map itself is very good. Sergio, from Brazil

This map was helpful for planning where to go and where to stay along the way. But it really wasn’t necessary because you are required to hire a driver unless you have an international drivers license. Beside those drivers know how to get everywhere and where is best to stay along the way.
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